The [feeling adjective] mermaid [movement verb] towards the [negative feeling word] pirate ship, that [monster] had capsized. Where, she [feeling adverb] wondered, is the [noun] encrusted treasure chest, filled with [something people want] and golden [type of animal]s?

Her eyes blinked with [feeling noun] as she darted past skeletons and [type of weapon]s, into the ship’s [negative feeling word] interior. Her hair waved like a [noun] in the wind as she entered a [feeling adjective] chamber.

Suddenly, a [negative feeling word] tentacle lashed out! Her [opposite of bored] tail was [verb]ed by an octopus as big as a [wild animal] with a mouth like [celebrity]!

Twisting with [feeling noun], the mermaid said her magic spell [3 nonsense words] at the eight-armed [feeling adjective] beast. Gasping with [feeling noun], after [length of time] she finally freed herself by swimming into the cave, filled with gleaming [expensive objects].

Treasure! Hovering [positive feeling adjective], the mermaid [negative feeling adverb] wished she’d brought a [type of container].

Mad-Sad-Glad Libs  
The Mermaid goes shopping  


Her eyes blinked with [ ______ ] as she darted past skeletons and [ ______ ]s, into the ship’s [ ______ ] interior. Her hair waved like a [ ______ ] in the [ ______ ] chamber.

Suddenly, a [ ______ ] tentacle lashed out! Her [ ______ ] tail was [ ______ ]ed by an octopus as big as a [ ______ ] with a mouth like [ ______ ]!

Twisting with [ ______ ], the mermaid said her magic spell [ ______ ] at the eight-armed [ ______ ] beast. Gasping with [ ______ ], after [ ______ ] she finally freed herself by swimming into the cave, filled with gleaming [ ______ ].

Treasure! Hovering [ ______ ], the mermaid [ ______ ] wished she’d brought a [ ______ ].